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Welcome to the Premium Wealth Forecast for December, 2021! 
 
December, 2021 resonates to the number 8., 8 is the "infinity number" and 
it governs everything to do with prosperity, empowerment, courage, and 
gives you the ability to overcome obstacles and gain a lot of strength as a 
result. 
 
So if you had any doubts in November about where your life is heading or 
how you're going to attract abundance, you'll be very relieved that 
December is all about manifesting what it is that empowers you and 
allows you to feel the opportunities - sense the opportunities and take 
them to a place of incredible manifestation. 
 
8 is in the manifestation triad in numerology, which is comprised of 
numbers 2, 4 and 8. So in an 8 universal month, you have the ability to 
harvest power and prosperity. 
 
Now, of course you want to expend energy when you do that. And the 
good news about the number eight is, that it is a number of energy. It is 
the infinity number, so it replenishes itself eternally. And so you will not run 
out of juice. You will have the ability to move through any opportunities 
and situations and projects that you apply yourself to. 
 
So once you see the importance of the events that transpire and unfold, 
you will actually be really inspired to just drop everything and move your 
energy into those areas. 
 
So it's a wonderful month for just seeing that you don't need to struggle. 
You just need to notice the opportunities when they arise and involve 
yourself in them, really immerse yourself in those opportunities. 
 
And in terms of abundance, it's not so much that the finances that you 
can attract this month bring you joy. It is how you actually make the 
money. Meaning you literally will feel empowered to follow your bliss, to 
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do things that allow you to just feel that connection to the divine, right? 
 
The infinity number is connected, of course, to the eternal. And when you 
feel divinely inspired and can be of service, and that brings in an income, 
you feel incredibly strong, you feel totally fulfilled. You feel like you can 
take the lead in your life in so many ways. And of course, that will impact 
your finances as well. 
 
So you want to be efficient. You want to be practical. You want to leave 
no room for doubt, no room for fear, just for moving into those things that 
allow you to feel successful, to feel like you are absolutely the person 
who's taking responsibility in making things happen in your life. 

 
 
 

 
Total Solar Eclipse in Sagittarius 
December 4, 2021 at 7:43 am UT (London) 
December 4, 2021 at 2:43 am EST (New York) 
December 3, 2021 at 11:43 pm PST (Los Angeles)
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And to further that goal of course, is the Total Solar Eclipse in 
Sagittarius. This is the second of two eclipses. We had the Lunar Eclipse 
in Taurus in November, and now the second is the Total Solar Eclipse in 
Sagittarius, which is a New Moon Eclipse. 
 
It happens on December 4th in Greenwich, England at 7:43 AM. And that 
means it will be 2:42 AM Eastern time, New York, and in the West Coast of 
the U S pacific time, the eclipse actually takes place on December 3rd at 
11:42 PM. 
 
The south node is still in Sagittarius. So this is the final eclipse that will take 
place on that axis of Sagittarius and Gemini. And so it is very important 
because it's bringing an 18-month cycle to a close. 
 
The total eclipse itself happens at 12 degrees in Sagittarius, which is a 
powerful degree, actually, for many reasons. 
 
One, the number 12 is a very important number for the human experience. 
12 months, 12 signs, 12 hours in the day and night 12 in a dozen. 
 
The other reason is that the ascendant, the rising sign, the exact point 
during the birth of the U S, is 12 degrees Sagittarius. So this Total New 
Moon Eclipse happens on that very point and is indicative of how much 
change is happening across the U S in the next few months, as the Pluto 
return also unfolds now and becomes exact in February.  
 
And there are other astrology events as well that are happening at this 
time. 
 
So there's just an immense amount of energy that shifts the whole 
experience on basically everything that we can imagine, because 
Sagittarius governs what we believe, how we feel about the ideas that 
we've come to accept as truth, but maybe we're just part of a certain 
period that we lived in a certain culture that we grew up in. 
 
Everything is shifting. 
 
And the number 12 is very important in numerology because it governs not 
only the ability to learn, but the shadow side is about feeling like you are a 
victim. So the whole sense of - I'm a victim and I'm not in control and 
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there's a force outside of me, an external force that is making all the rules 
and I am just a victim of those rules - that is what is really breaking apart. 
And the reason it is, is because the Pluto return that comes in February is 
basically destroying - it is bringing to an end, the whole last 246 years since 
the U S was born, bringing to an end in era and the belief systems that we 
adhere to in terms of patriarchal belief systems. 
 
But these encompass everything from academic to religious to cultural, 
right? There's just the gamut of belief systems that are being looked at 
now. 
 
Sagittarius, like I said, is the sign of beliefs, Jupiter, the planet that rules 
Sagittarius. So we really are looking at life in a new way, and this means 
that for the world, because of course the eclipse is for everyone, it is 
imperative that we especially address how we might feel in terms of: Do we 
feel like we are victims of a leadership, whether it is political or religious or 
in academia or any other area of life, that is impeding our soul from 
expressing itself. Right? 
 
So this is really the key because Sagittarius is also connected to 
philosophy and religion and spirituality. And the whole sense of, we are all 
one and there's this overall arching wisdom that connects us all together. 
 
So this is the area we want to address, and this eclipse helps us to do that 
for all those reasons. 
 
Now, the moon and sun are joined together during this eclipse, it's a total 
eclipse. So we are experiencing a rebirth and basically a new way, where 
the old way is now being overshadowed by the eclipse and then is reborn. 
And Mercury is going to help matters because Mercury is merged with the 
New Moon eclipse. 
 
Mercury is at 15 degrees Sagittarius, the spiritual Alchemist number. So 
there's going to be a sense of great enhancement and expansion and 
abundance that comes through our ideas and the plans that we make and 
how we're stimulated to converse with each other and communicate and 
listen to each other. It's wonderful for the synchronization of heart and 
mind when the Moon conjuncts Mercury, and it's wonderful for setting 
goals with full conscious engagement, with the Sun conjunct Mercury. 
 
So you may have fast moving ideas, thoughts coming through and 
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correspondence and negotiations and everything to do with listening and 
conversing. Also, you will feel extremely positive about the future, about 
moving forward, positive outcomes because of the Sagittarius impact. 
 
So this is all really lovely because it allows the communication that you 
have with others, which of course, you know, is the real driver with human 
relationships is how we communicate with others. Those communications 
will be extremely positive and optimistic. And that means also the way you 
converse and write, whether it's emails or texts or newsletters are that that 
ability is going to be extremely joyful. 
 
And then we have another wonderful aspect between the Sun and Moon to 
Uranus. There's an almost exact quincunx, which is 150 degrees between 
the Sun, Moon to Uranus in Taurus. 
 
And this is very, very exciting because Taurus happens to be where the 
North Node will be moving into in January. Uranus is going to just create a 
very exciting, lovely, liberating "out" for basically any challenge that you 
have. You're going to move towards liberation. You're going to clear the air 
rapidly. You're going to forgive easily.  
 
You're going to instinctually listen and feel for the presence of inner 
serenity and act. 
 
You're basically going to use your intuition to gauge all the shifts that 
you're going through - the emotional shifts - with great clarity, and that will 
expand your abundance. 
 
So it's very important to be totally open, to see what appears around this 
time, because your abundance frequency is being raised. Now, the Sun 
quincunx Uranus is a very creative aspect. It allows you to let go of any 
tenseness, nervousness, or anxiousness, and to focus on something that 
just uplifts you to the point where the relaxation and bliss take you out of 
any stress you might have felt. 
 
Now, if you resist change, there will be inner tension that is created with 
this aspect. So it's very important to go with the flow at this time and 
anything that appears that is asking you to look at things in a new way. 
 
Remember, this is a New Moon Eclipse, very important to take that 
invitation. 
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Now, the Sun and Moon are also trine to Chiron, and that helps you 
understand how your emotions may support you or hinder you, right? So 
the healing that takes place with Chiron is lovely with the trine, and it brings 
tenderness and forgiveness into the picture so that when you engage with 
others, you feel tremendously connected and you can really feel the 
vibration of people around you. 
 
There's a deep compassion with this transit. 
 
And then there's a lovely trine from the Sun and Moon to Saturn. Saturn 
helps you to implement, to take things seriously and that means that you 
will be taking full responsibility for everything that appears in your life, 
acknowledging that you actually attracted what is appearing and taking 
responsibility for your wellbeing. 
 
So this self control helps you to stay on track, and it helps you to settle 
important matters very quickly and easily. And it also helps you feel 
comfortable if you need to work on your own, like not be around people all 
the time, but really take that time out and work in seclusion and just 
confidently step up to fulfill your duties. 
 
Now, there are some other transits that do not involve the actual eclipse, 
the sun and moon, that are very important. 
 
One of them is Venus conjunct Pluto. Now Venus will be at 22 degrees in 
Capricorn and Pluto is currently at 25 degrees Capricorn. And so this is a 
beautiful conjunction that it just allows you to deepen passion, love, 
affection. 
 
It brings magnetic attraction. It helps you yearn for deeper, more 
passionate companionship. And it has a wonderful impact on friends, 
especially female friends. So you can share your love freely, and you also 
seek out beauty in everything and everyone it's very poetic. 
 
This is a lovely transit too for enhancing abundance. And remember that 
December is an 8 universal month. So this conjunction also helps with that 
financial flow. 
 
Venus also creates a sextile to Neptune in Pisces. So Venus is very 
involved with this eclipse and this makes it very romantic. Not only do we 
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have the passion with Pluto, but we have the romance with Neptune. We 
have the artistry, the creativity with Neptune and the ability to daydream 
and tune into your imagination. So your love life gets a surge of this lovely, 
sweet, tender energy. And it just is a beautiful spiritual connection to 
unconditional love. 
 
It also makes you super sensitive. So your psychic abilities are heightened 
overall. You're just more sensitive to energy. 
 
Mars squares Jupiter as well during this eclipse. And so that gives you the 
energy to begin something. Now this is a new moon eclipse. So the 
beginning energy is heightened in many different ways, which is very 
important to know, because I know we're ending a year, but we are 
beginning a new cycle here with this eclipse. 
 
It also means that business success with Jupiter and Mars is definitely 
heightened. You can get recognition for an accomplishment. 
 
You have to guard though when Mars is activated by Jupiter, because 
Jupiter enhances everything you have to guard against impulsiveness, and 
just be very clear about your intentions. So use the energy wisely because 
you might burn the candle at both ends, but it certainly is energizing. It is 
very sexual and sensual. 
 
It gives you the courage to confront any situation that's not for your highest 
good. And so, as long as you moderate your energy resources, so you 
don't run out of steam, this is really a very powerful transit that you can 
work with as well. 
 
And finally, we have Saturn square Uranus coming together again for the 
third time. Now the exactitude of this moment will be on December 24th. 
So we'll go over that later down the line on that date, but it is the final of 
three times. And this is the defining transit of 2021 -Saturn square Uranus - 
where we are basically harnessing our creative brilliance, that there is an 
inner tension between the traditional, the past values and the unusual and 
new ways new values. 
 
So that means you have the quest for independence, but it's tempered also 
by your desire to be responsible. And this merging of freedom and 
responsibility needs to be harmonized. So this is the final opportunity to 
really get into that mode, and to also have meditative practices and 
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downtime during the day every day to calm that inner tension that can 
arise. 

 
 

New Moon in Gemini 
December 19, 2021 at 4:35 am UT (London) 
December 18, 2021 at 11:35 pm EST (New York)  
December 18, 2021 at 8:35 pm PST (Los Angeles)
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Then we have the second lunation of the month, and that one happens on 
December 18th in the U S it's actually December 19th in Greenwich in England.  
 
The Full Moon in Gemini is exact at 4:35 AM on December 19th in Greenwich, 
England 11:35 PM, Eastern December 18th, New York, Eastern time, and 8:35 
PM Pacific time LA on December 18th. 
 
This is a very important full moon, the final one of the year. And it happens at 
27 degrees Sagittarius for the sun and 27 degrees Gemini for the moon. 
 
Now I love this beautiful full moon because the moon is exactly trine to Jupiter. 
Literally they're about 40 minutes apart, which is almost exactitude. Jupiter is 
at 28 degrees, 11 minutes in Aquarius, and Jupiter is spending its final days in 
Aquarius before moving permanently into Pisces. It will not retrograde back into 
Aquarius. 
 
So this is a very defining moment because we just had the Sagittarius eclipse 
and Jupiter rules Sagittarius, and now Jupiter has moved into position for the 
next lunation and will be in this gorgeous triangle, trine to the moon sextile to 
the sun. It brings a lot of joy and celebration, really a lovely timing for this 
because it's right before the holidays on the 18th and 19th of December. 
 
So we have with the trine to the moon in Gemini, this absolute, joyful 
communication between everyone, it's very expanded. So whatever you focus 
on when you are communicating, make sure that it is high vibrational, because 
Jupiter will expand everything. It is a trine. So most likely it will be positive, but 
as usual, it's up to you. So you want to be generous and you want to be filled 
with that gratitude, that sense of happiness and independence. 
 
And you will feel gifts and advantages show up for you. You will be recognized 
at soul level. You will feel the wisdom and love in harmony with each other. This 
is a wonderful day for negotiations. It's a wonderful day for sharing your 
feelings with those who love you and just feeling very magnetic, right? Just 
allowing yourself to be in touch with what lights you up from the inside. 
 
And so the optimism, the happiness, the blessedness, the lucky feeling, the 
fortunate feeling allows you just to reach goals very easily. 
 
And then the moon makes this absolutely gorgeous quincunx to Pluto and 
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Venus, which are conjunct again. 
 
You might wonder, well, how can Venus be hanging around Pluto for so long? 
Well, Venus has now stationed retrograde, or is about to station retrograde, 
literally during this full moon in Gemini. And that means Venus has been sitting 
around this degree for a while. So there was a conjunction during the 
Sagittarius eclipse, and now there is another one in the full moon in Gemini, 
and it happens to form an almost exact quincunx with the moon - it's 150 
degrees. 
 
So this is exciting because it intensifies everything. It allows you to channel 
your deep feelings into something very artistic and just feel incredibly creative, 
as if you were reborn, but reborn in a way that puts you in a place of power, 
because Pluto is power. 
 
Pluto is the planet that allows you to shed your skin change with the prompts 
from the universe, easily transform life, death rebirth, and feel in control the 
whole time, meaning you are open to the natural changes of life, and that puts 
you in a tremendous leadership position. 
 
So this quincunx to Pluto is very much about emotional empowerment, and it is 
allowing you to bring your passion for something very beautiful and artistic 
because of Venus' presence, to fruition. So this is a very, very important 
contact because it enhances love again, it enhances financial flow again, just 
like the 8 universal month. 
 
There's a spotlight on connection with others on intimacy. And there's a very 
big spotlight on anything that is uplifting you in the arts, in music, your art, your 
own artistic nature, your own imagination. So you want to really tap into that. 
 
And if you feel called to create from the heart, you want to go that direction. 
150 degrees is the connection of genius. And when you combine that with 
Pluto and Venus, some tremendous outputs, ingenious creations are on the 
table and there for you. 
 
So you want to innovate more and you want to take your ideas and stretch 
your imagination. 
 
Now, the other aspects that are not connected to the sun and moon: Two from 
Mercury - Mercury is square to Chiron and trine to Uranus. 
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The square to Chiron means you have a great urge to make a difference. You 
have a connection to magical powers where you literally can change from 
overthinking things, from feeling a sense of nervous or anxious energy to being 
supremely poised and express healing instead through your words, through 
your writing, which then helps you to let go of that frustration and overwhelm.  
 
So it's a big ability here to take control of situations that could be anxiety 
inducing and instead using that beautiful intuition of yours to bypass that and 
transmute that. 
 
And Mercury trine Uranus - that's the lower and higher mind coming together in 
a gorgeous trine. So it gives you tremendous powers of observation. You have 
wonderful acute mental energy, and it just speeds up your ability to 
communicate, to think and accept new possibilities and it's very, very exciting. 
 
Mars trine Chiron is very much invigorating and healing as well - Mars being 
energy, Chiron being healing. So there's a natural courageousness that helps 
you to get in touch with - Mars takes the initiative and Chiron is saying, use 
your natural healing energy. 
 
And this is a very powerful trine. It is the trine of the Sacred Warrior frequency. 
So that energy is awakening in you as well. 
 
And finally, we also have Saturn square Uranus, which is almost exact now, (as 
I mentioned during the Sagittarius eclipse). On December 24th Saturn will be 
square Uranus for the last time. So there's a lot of looking at responsibility and 
feeling free. So definitely pursuing what allows you to feel liberated, to feel 
joyful and to let joy be your guide in all things, and to have a meditative 
grounding practice every day, that calms that inner tension. 
 
This is the way you can fuse the freedom and the responsibility. You can 
harmonize them. so you don't have that internal battle. 
 
So now let's move to the full forecast, the astrology numerology forecast for 
every day in December. 
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December 1 - 8 
 

Wednesday, 12.1.2021 = 9 
! New abundance attraction and leadership goals are activated today. 
! Action translates quickly into prosperous outcomes. 
! A fresh energy surge sweeps away old paradigms and heightens your 

confidence. 
! Be BOLD today – you are naturally activating opportunities to flow towards you. 
! Original ideas are easily manifested. 

 

Neptune stations Direct at 20° Pisces 

• Neptune’s retrograde since June 25 was an ideal time to develop 
your intuition and spirituality.  

• A quest to seek the truth was greatly enhanced. 
• Now that Neptune is at a standstill and changing direction it will 

be easier to distinguish between dreams and reality. 
• Use the profound insights you received to set your intentions for 

the end of 2021 and beginning of 2022. 
• Inner clarity will allow you to “see” and course correct with ease 

as you implement those dreams. 
 

 
 

 
Thursday, 12.2.2021 = 10/1 
• December 2 magnifies love and romance - emphasizing a new relationship 

or a fresh approach to existing relationships. 
• Numbers 1 and 2 generate movement and balance today. 
• Allow your sensitive side to emerge. 
• Invoke both passion and compassion in all your endeavors. 
• You are determined to accomplish something of value today – manifesting 

goals that are in harmony with your Soul. 
! This your day of Inspired Action. 

 
Moon conjunct Mars 

• You feel more impulsive and driven today. 
• Your goals a very conscious. 
• You have emotional focus which give you strong direction. 
• You feel free to act on your emotions and instincts. 
• Mars manifests abundant energy, courage and strong initiative. 
• This heated energy must be used constructively – if it is not 
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channeled then it can appear out of the blue and uncontrolled 
through impatience, irritation and aggression. 

• Positive activity and creative projects transmute the charged 
energy into outcomes that are productive. 

• Physical movement is a great way to allow the energy to be 
expressed. 

• Heart-felt passion and romance are another avenue for energy 
transformation. 

 
 

Friday, 12.3.2021 = 11 
• You feel more connected to others today – a wonderful time to 

engage socially and have delightful conversations. 
• The powerful double 3.3. code (12 for December reduces to 3) is 

enhanced by the master number 11 – allowing your imagination to 
reach great heights.  

• Use this heightened creativity to act on your intuitive hunches. 
• You are creating, sharing and experiencing surprising shifts. 
• Relax, go with the flow and be flexible… 
• Follow what is fun, calming and makes your heart sing with joy. 
• Spend time with optimistic people – harmony and peace are a 

natural byproduct of feeling joyful. 
• Opportunities to communicate will be plentiful – always do so with 

the intention that your words and gestures are for the highest good. 
 

Sun quincunx (150°) Uranus  

• Invites you to open up to your intuition and receive sudden 
downloads that may shift your life. 

• If you feel anxious, tense or nervous, do something really 
relaxing. 

• Your creative, intuitive inner resources are yearning to be put 
into practice today. 

• Resisting change will create inner tension, so go with the Divine 
flow. 

• Be open to approaching a situation from a new angle – it may 
make the biggest difference, allowing the energy to flow again. 

• It’s a great day to be open to making adjustments and 
changes.  

• Listen to your inner voice to guide you. 
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Saturday, 12.4.2021 = 12/3 
• Discipline and creative learning join together for spectacular results! 
• Your home and family are in the forefront today – make sure you 

have fun and are flexible with how the day evolves. 
• A general clearing is highly favored, especially with the Total New 

Moon Eclipse creating wonderful new beginnings. 
• Cleansing and clearing your environment and thought patterns will 

support creating contact with friends you’ve been meaning to 
connect with. 

• Take full responsibility for your own happiness. 
• Work and Play are merged as one for greatest fulfillment. 

 
Total Solar Eclipse in Sagittarius at 12°  
 (7:42 am UT, 2:42 am EST, 11:42 pm PST on Dec 3) 

The Sun and Moon at 12° in the 12th month creates a powerful triple 
12:12:12 code of self growth, creativity and joy. 

 
Moon conjunct Mercury 

• You have many ideas and are making plans. 
• Mercury will be at 15° Sagittarius during this conjunction with 

the eclipse, enhancing the Spiritual Alchemist Number of joy, 
love and abundance. 

• You are intellectually stimulated. 
• Heart and Mind are synchronized. 
• This is a good day for negotiations. 
• All aspects of writing and communication are enhanced. 

 
Sun conjunct Mercury 

• Your focus is on practical thinking 
• Set goals with full conscious engagement. 
• Your communication abilities are strong and you are able to 

reason well. 
• Thoughts move fast as you adapt to variety and are curious to 

explore. 
• Negotiations and correspondence are favored 
• Good for business matters. 
• You have a clear intellect and are focusing on positive 

outcomes. 
• You are conscious of your goals and intellectually engaged in 
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achieving them. 
• Any kind of communication is supported by your positive 

insights today. 
 

Moon quincunx (150°) Uranus  

• You may feel intense emotional excitability. 
• Guard against impulsive actions and instant reactions. 
• You yearn for total liberation. 
• Seek activities that stimulate you in a NEW way. 
• You have strong instincts – listen, feel for the presence of inner 

serenity and only then act. This will help you not rush into 
things. 

• Know that everything moves quickly – so the air is cleared 
rapidly and forgiveness is easy. 

• Rely on your intuition to gauge the emotional shifts with clarity. 
• Uranus in Taurus shakes up your core values. 
• Be open and flexible to receive whatever comes your way. 
• As you transform, your abundance expands. 
• Be totally open to see what appears raises your abundance 

frequency. 
 

Sun quincunx (150°) Uranus  

• Invites you to open up to your intuition and receive sudden 
downloads that may shift your life. 

• If you feel anxious, tense or nervous, do something really 
relaxing. 

• Your creative, intuitive inner resources are yearning to be put 
into practice today. 

• Resisting change will create inner tension, so go with the Divine 
flow. 

• Be open to approaching a situation from a new angle – it may 
make the biggest difference, allowing the energy to flow again. 

• It’s a great day to be open to making adjustments and 
changes.  

• Listen to your inner voice to guide you. 
 

Moon trine Chiron 

• You understand how emotions can help or hinder spiritual 
awakening. 

• Healing is greatly enhanced as increased tenderness allows 
you to feel the energy of others. 

• Feel the vibration of people around you deeply today – it will 
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allow you to move energy in a positive, healing way. 
• Compassion and great balance about the needs of others is 

enhanced. 
• You simply respond to others with the compassion of your 

heart… 
 
 

Sun trine Chiron 

• You have a more creative view of the universe and your life in it.  
• You are now naturally aware of your inner power to change 

anything in your life. 
• Your sense of purpose is strengthened. 
• You respond to spiritual matters more easily. 
• You are keenly aware that service to others (rather than service 

to self) nourishes your Soul and brings ultimate healing. 
 

Moon trine Saturn 
• You are taking your feelings seriously – sensing more deeply 

how your heart knows where to place your attention. 
• You are taking full responsibility for your overall well-being – 

spiritual, mentally, emotionally and physically. 
• Self-control helps you stay on track. 
• You can settle important matters easily. 
• This transit is good for working in seclusion and for 

negotiations. 
• You confidently step up to fulfill your duties. 

 
Sun sextile Saturn  

• You are experiencing the results of prior dedication and work. 
• Take this day to focus on achievement and the implementation 

of your goals. 
• Taking on new responsibilities feels easy today. 
• It’s a fantastic time for clearing out closets. 
• Listen to, read or watch motivational, uplifting, wise words or 

share your wisdom to younger people. 
• You are more patient and serene today. 
• Pay close attention to details. 
• Whatever you focus on will leave a long-term impact. 
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Other transits during the Sagittarius Total Solar Eclipse: 
 
Venus conjunct Pluto 

• You experience deepening feelings of love. 
• Your desire for affection deepens. 
• You feel exceptionally attractive. 
• Your sexual urges increase. 
• You yearn for a deeper, more intensely passionate 

companionship. 
• You have a great impact on friends. 
• Share your love freely. 
• Seek out beauty in everything and in everyone. 
• Focus on financial flow. 

 
Venus sextile Neptune in Pisces 

• This is a wonderfully romantic day! 
• You feel so artistic and creative. 
• Daydream… and tune into your imagination today. 
• Your love life gets a surge of tenderness – such a sweet lovely 

energy. 
• This is sweet, tender, warm energy – a beautiful, spiritual 

connection to unconditional love. 
• You are super sensitive today. 

 
 
Mars Square Jupiter  

• You have a lot of energy to begin something. 
• You have a strong desire to make positive decisions or 

transactions. 
• This aspect greatly favors business success. 
• You can get recognition for an accomplishment. 
• Guard against impulsiveness – be clear about your intentions 
• You have the courage to stand up for yourself - however be 

sure you are not aggressive, just firm and strong. 
• Use your energy wisely, so you don’t burn the candle at both 

ends. 
• You feel energized and sexual. 
• You now have the Courage to confront any situation that is not 

for your highest good. 
• Moderate your energy resources so you don’t run out of 

steam. 
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Saturn square Uranus (will be exact Dec 24, 2021) 

• A huge amount of spontaneity and creativity are available to 
you. 

• You are being challenged to HARNESS your creative brilliance. 
• This can present an inner tension, as traditional values are let 

go and you adjust to the unusual. 
• Your quest for independence is tempered by your desire to be 

responsible. 
• Freedom and responsibility need to be harmonized, so that 

you don’t feel an internal battle where it feels you can only 
have one or the other – liberation or obligation. 

• It is vital that you have meditative practices to calm the inner 
tension that may arise. 

• Experiencing conflict with authority figures in regards to rules 
imposed on you that you feel limit your freedom and ability to 
express yourself creatively also needs to be addressed. 

• The ultimate message of Saturn square Uranus is to find 
BALANCE between DUTY and FREEDOM. 

• It is a planetary aspect of Maturity and Personal Growth. 
• You are merging planning and flexibility, spirituality and 

science, conservative and liberal, galactic and planetary. 
• At this time it is just as important to seek security as it is to 

seek independence. 
• Be sure to spend time alone to develop and nourish your 

creative brilliance. 
• Relaxation and deep breathing create a space for you to 

channel amazing insights. 
• Discipline and dedication to what matters gives you the 

foundation to share your discoveries in a practical and honest 
way. 

• Saturn square Uranus is an invitation to study and benefit from 
the art and science of astrology and numerology – Respect for 
the esoteric and scientific union expressed in astrology and 
numerology will contribute to a global awakening as optimism, 
wisdom and connection to the cosmos liberates humanity from 
confined thinking during this time of transformation. 
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Sunday, 12.5.2021 = 13/4 
• You are blending freedom with a need for boundaries today. 
• 5 explores and 13 empowers through release. 
• Flexibility and commitment result in fabulous breakthroughs and outcomes. 
• Be open to explore… while feeling grounded and centered. 
• This is a wonderful day to spend time with loved ones, family, celebrate and 

enjoy yourself. 
• Let go, be fearless – you’ll activate a sense of inner security as a result! 
• Take things one step at a time – yet with boundless enthusiasm. 
• Adventure and purging blend to manifest tremendous inner confidence. 
 

Moon opposite Chiron 

• Healing through love is enhanced today. 
• This is a great time to start therapy if you feel the call to do so. 
• Massage is a wonderful way to process the potent healing 

energy that is calling for you to pay attention to any unresolved 
issues. 

• Don’t be hard on yourself. 
• Engage in loving conversations. 
• Your inner spirituality is awakening and that will require your full 

attention at this time. 
 

 
 
 
 

Monday, 12.6.2021 = 14/5 
• December 6 is a big Abundance Activation Day. 
• Healing, Compassion, Love and Exciting Surprises are all activated! 
• Fall in love with your Soul… feel free to explore who you are as a Creative 

and Healer. 
• Take an adventure into the realms of kindness, nurturing and compassion – 

you’ll feel blissful to the core. 
• Personal growth is enhanced when you totally trust your inner voice – no 

matter how surprising the messages are. 
• (This is especially true when the Sun is moving through Sagittarius, the sign 

of trust.) 
• Communicate and explore Love from all angles. 
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! Have fun! Embrace something new. Enjoy this gorgeous day! 
 

Mars sextile Pluto  

• You demonstrate extraordinary energy and achieve great 
success today.  

• Your ability to work with enthusiasm enhances your career in a 
big way. 

• You have energy to spare. 
• You have the endurance to direct your passion towards a goal. 

Determination to succeed. 
• You feel more sensual and attractive. 

 
 

 
 

Tuesday, 12.7.2021 = 15/6 
! A powerful 6-7-8 code of forward momentum is activated today. 

(Today’s Universal Date reduces to 6, it is a 7 Day, and 
December, 2021 is an 8 Universal Month.) 

! Abundance is greatly enhanced – if you apply yourself diligently. 
! Take some much-needed quiet time to help you receive clarity. 
! Go outside into nature, if the weather permits –  it reminds you 

how plentiful Divine resources are, and how all of life constantly 
replenishes itself. 

! Focus on financial flow – generated by your dedication to be in 
service to others. 

! Study something, immerse yourself in a topic that nurtures your 
heart. 

! All changes appearing now encourage you to HEAL. 
! Seek answers to your questions through deep, intense listening. 

 
Mars square Neptune 

• Intellectual energy is very strong today. 
• Your physical nature is being spiritualized. 
• A desire to release tension is strong today. 
• Guard against over-reacting which can come from internal 

confusion. 
• Get rest today – both the numerology and astrology code 

require that you don’t exert too much energy and replenish 
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your resources. 
• Creative projects allow you to channel the powerful inspiration 

that can accompany this transit. 
 

 

 

Wednesday, 12.8.2021 = 16/7 
• A double 8:8 code is activated today – an 8 Universal Day and 

December’s 8 Universal Month. 
• December 8 is another big Abundance Activation day.  
• Lead from a place of serenity and wisdom. 
• You’re experiencing a spiritualization of your ideas, projects, 

mission. 
• Feel the blending of your intuition with the courage to manifest. 
• Inspirational Outcomes are yours. 
• Be courageous and strong! 

 

Mars square Jupiter  

• You have a lot of energy to begin something. 
• You have a strong desire to make positive decisions or transactions. 
• You also may go on a crusade about a particular belief. 
• This aspect greatly favors business success. 
• You can get recognition for an accomplishment. 
• Guard against impulsiveness – be clear about your intentions 
• You have the courage to stand up for yourself - however be sure you are 

not aggressive, just firm and strong. 
• Use your energy wisely, so you don’t burn the candle at both ends. 
• You feel energized and sexual. 
• You now have the Courage to confront any situation that is not for your 

highest good. 
• Moderate your energy resources so you don’t run out of steam. 
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December 9 – 16 
 

 

Thursday, 12.9.2021 = 17/8 
• December 9, 2021 adds up to a 17/8 Universal Date – and of 

course December is an 8 Universal Month, making this the second 
double 8:8 Day in a row! 

• Immerse yourself in the frequency of abundance. 
• Release bygones so you can see the miracles. 
• You are being invited to step into a Leadership role today. 
• Have the inner confidence to stand with Love and Kindness. 
• Heart-centered empowerment allows you to accomplish incredible 

feats. 
• Your progress is assured when you fearlessly and lovingly engage 

with each of your tasks. 
• Lead with Love. 
• If needed, take extra time for rest. 

 
Moon square Mars 

• You feel strong emotional focus and direction. 
• Guard against emotional aggression and impatience. 
• This is highly creative energy. 
• Channel your energy into an ambitious project – you’ll make 

great progress. 
• You may feel impulsive, so be extra patient. 
• You have more emotional focus and a sense of direction. 
• You are conscious of your goals. 
• Guard against aggression and rashness. 
• Act on your feelings – positively. 
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Friday, 12.10.2021 = 9 
• A powerful 8-9-10 Code of Abundance, Love and Manifestation is activated 

today. (December is an 8 Universal Month, today’s universal Date is 9, today 
is a 10 universal Day.) 

• You are embracing Leadership and Confidence on ALL levels. 
• Expect a change to initiate a newfound commitment in your intentions. 
• You can manifest and see instant results – 10 is the “Instant Manifestation” 

number and represents Love and Light. 
• See how you can implement your vision in a NEW way. 
• Manifestation with compassion yields beautiful opportunities. 
• The seeds you sow today will leave a long-term impact. 

 

Moon conjunct Neptune in Pisces 

• You are super sensitive, receptive and open emotionally. 
• Your psychic faculties are greatly enhanced. 
• Extra-sensory cognition is super strong today. 
• You pick up on other people’s feelings more than usual. 
• Feelings are very delicate all around. 
• You have great introspection. 
• Your dream life is intense. 
• Mystical experiences and delving into mystical subjects is 

favored. 
• You feel spiritually very connected to Source. 
• Your heart is wide open – sharing unconditional love. 

 

 

Saturday, 12.11.2021 = 10/1 
• So many 1’s in today’s code! The 11 Portal opens up into Manifesting 

Inspirational New Beginnings! 
• Tremendous Innovation is in play today. 
• Immerse yourself in Inspiring, Inventive activities. 
• Step through the 11 gateway into Leadership and Integrity – inspired by 

Love and Light. 
• Bring the practical and spiritual into harmony. 
• Uplift and Teach with Dignity. 
• You are designed to manifest miracles – and today you’ll KNOW the extent 

of your God-given gifts. 
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Venus conjunct Pluto 

• You experience deepening feelings of love. 
• Your desire for affection deepens. 
• You feel exceptionally attractive. 
• Your sexual urges increase. 
• You yearn for a deeper, more intensely passionate 

companionship. 
• You have a great impact on friends. 
• Share your love freely. 
• Seek out beauty in everything and in everyone. 
• Focus on financial flow. 

 

Mercury sextile Jupiter  

• You have a wealth of ideas. 
• Optimism is enhanced. 
• Any negotiations and contracts are favored. 
• You are focusing on planning your future. 
• What you see ahead of you feels expansive and exciting. 
• You’re enthusiasm for what is to come allows you to make pro-

active decisions. 
• You communicate and express yourself beautifully and 

passionately. 
• Negotiations and contracts are favored. 
• Your focus and concentration are enhanced, as is your 

curiosity. 
 
 
 

Sunday, 12.12.2021 = 11/2 
• Today’s 11 portal opens up into learning, self-growth and 

philosophy. 
• You want to take time to rest and read a good book, if you can. 
• 12:12 invites you to dive into a subject and enhance your 

knowledge and wisdom. 
• Learning in relaxation brings you energetically into balance. 
• Communication from the heart is heightened today – especially 

one-on-one connections. 
• Mediation and diplomacy are facilitated through humor, 

imagination and intense listening. 
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• Create, play, rest, rejuvenate, connect and enjoy this beautiful 
day! 

 
Sun square Neptune 

• You are more impressionable now. 
• Take a time-out from working too hard.  
• Your spiritual nature needs your attention. 
• Your inner voice is calling you – hold the space for silence and 

serenity. 
• If you don’t pay attention to your creativity and imagination you 

may get out of sync, feel energetically depleted and 
disillusioned.  

• Instead tune into your ethereal, mystical side. 
• Take extra time to rest. 
• Listen to beautiful, uplifting music and the appreciation of art. 
• Surround yourself with exquisite beauty to nurture and soothe 

your Soul. 
 
 

 

Monday, 12.13.2021 = 12/3 
• Exciting shifts create a happiness rebirth in you! 
• Your transformation is greatly supported through creation and 

using your imagination. 
• Today you learn to embrace the nature of constant change – life, 

death, rebirth – and the natural cycles in life, as represented by the 
four seasons. 

• Be both methodical and organized – and flexible and happy to 
learn. 

• The foundations you lay today are rooted in joy and research. 
• Your inner genius is awake and ready to create! 

 
Moon trine Sun  

• This is always a happy transit. 
• You feel affectionate and loving. 
• Recognition and praise can come your way. 
• Little gifts and advantages come your way. 
• You are recognized for your gifts and extend that 
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recognition to others 
• You feel intimately connected to the Divine. 

 
 

 

Tuesday, 12.14.2021 = 13/4 
• Today you are communicating with utmost integrity and 

freedom. 
• See how being flexible and open brings you internal security. 
• Be both adventurous and responsible. 
• You are connecting with your intentions in a deeper way – 

putting a plan in place and appreciating the feedback you 
receive that allows you to course-correct when necessary. 

• An exciting day of productive change. 
• Have fun, socialize and focus on your home environment and 

family. 
 

Moon trine Mercury 

• You are in touch with your feelings as your intuition and 
intellect merge into one. 

• You have wonderful clarity today. 
• Reading situations and people is easy as your perception 

and intuition are magnified, allowing you to take the pulse 
and adjust quickly. 

• Your ability to express your ideas is enhanced in all kinds of 
communication. 

• You communicate joy, optimism. 
• So favorable for conversations and stimulating a wealth of 

ideas.  
• Meetings with friends and family are heart-centered and feel 

nourishing. 
• Deeper discussions are favored. 
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Wednesday, 12.15.2021 = 14/5 
• Your inner Spiritual Alchemist (15) merges with the Media number or the 

“Scribe” (14). 
• By nurturing yourself and investing in what you love, you gain tremendous 

wisdom and establishing magic! 
• You have the Spirit to pursue excellence! 
• Move beyond doubt into the exhilaration of experimentation. 
• Wake up and change something up today – you will be rewarded. 
• There is no such thing as a mistake, so don’t punish yourself 

when all you are doing is growing, learning and expanding your 
wisdom. 

• Love and abundance are really enhanced. 
 

Moon sextile Neptune 

• Your psychic abilities are really strong. 
• Your imagination, intuition and creativity are greatly magnified. 
• Engage with Soul-centered activities – creative, artistic projects. 
• Pay attention to your visions. 
• You feel a more delicate, light, sweet and spiritual energy today. 
• Your dreams may intensify. 
• You receive wonderful insights. 
• Mystical experiences may shift your perspective. 

 

 

 

 

 

Thursday, 12.16.2021 = 15/6 
• You have great powers of concentration and perseverance. 
• The empowering and inspiring 6-7-8 code activates again today.  
• Deep Healing happens through self awareness and nurturing. 
• You are assimilating and awakening. 
• It’s a wonderful day to listen and receive inspirational ideas. 
• Nurture your Body, Mind, Heart and Soul by spending time in nature. 
• Awaken through love and responsibility. 
• Listen closely and love deeply. 
• Romance is enhanced through connecting on spiritual topics. 
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Moon trine Pluto 

• This is a day of deep emotional insights. 
• You are purging emotions for deep healing. 
• You have a greater strength of assertion. 
• Emotionally you feel empowered and confident. 
• You’re more sensitive emotionally. 
• Heightened intuition and psychic perception. 
• Feelings can transform and create a rebirth. 
• You may be deeply moved. 
• You are in touch with your subconscious mind and want to get 

to the truth of the matter – getting to the root of feelings in 
yourself and others. Interactions are profound. 

• You are connecting to deeper emotions. 
• This brings emotional empowerment. 
• Your heart is engaged and gives you great confidence and 

strength. 
• Lead from a place of passion and love. 
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December 17 - 24 
 
 

Friday, 12.17.2021 = 16/7 
• December is an 8 Universal Month, so today opens an intuitive gateway of 

Immortality (17), Infinity (8), Eternal Life and Leaving behind a Legacy. 
• Fully embrace that you are an eternal spiritual being of Light. 
• Leadership that arises from Divinity is God-like courage. 
• Abundance opportunities are greatly magnified today. 
• Accept your eternal Soul. 
• Your Intuition is on a high and yields wonderful opportunities to step up and 

manifest magnificent results. 
 

Moon trine Saturn 
• You are taking your feelings seriously – sensing more deeply 

how your heart knows where to place your attention. 
• You are taking full responsibility for your overall well-being – 

spiritual, mentally, emotionally and physically. 
• Self-control helps you stay on track. 
• You can settle important matters easily. 
• This transit is good for working in seclusion and for 

negotiations. 
• You confidently step up to fulfill your duties. 

 
 
 

 
 

 
Saturday, 12.18.2021 = 17/8 
• Number 18 invites you to take more time to rest. 
• As you take time to relax your courage will replenish – and soar. 
• The 8:8 code of power, leadership and manifesting your vision is also 

activated today. 
• Rest and courage, receptivity and action, love and eternity are merged into 

one. 
• You are discovering the true meaning of living a life of Loving Authority. 
• Focus on abundance, compassion, culminations and completion. 
• Open your heart to endless prosperity and love.  
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 Full Moon at 27° Gemini 

 (4:35 am UT (Dec 19), 11:35 pm EST (Dec 18), 8:35 pm PST (Dec 18) 

 
Moon (in Gemini) trine Jupiter 

• Happiness and kindness blend to create an effortless sense of 
bliss. 

• You feel happy and free to share your heart with others. 
• Generosity and gratitude infuse your Soul. 
• Gifts and advantages show up for you. 
• You feel recognized at Soul-level. 
• Wisdom and Love in harmony create happiness. 
• Good day for negotiations. 
• Share your feelings with those who love you. 
• You feel magnetic which boosts career advancement. 

 
Sun (in Sagittarius) sextile Jupiter  

• This is such an optimistic, happy time. 
• You feel blessed and lucky. 
• Your thoughts are positive and you trust in the Divine order in 

your life. 
• Goals are reached easily. 
• Others support you in your quest. 

 
Moon quincunx (150°) Pluto 

• Your feelings are more intense today. 
• Be sure you stay in control of your reactions. 
• Breathe through any changes of moods. 
• Quincunxes bring harmony when you share – so be sure to 

share your deep emotions with a trusted friend. 
• Channel your deep feelings into something artistic and 

creative. 
• You are very intuitive today – listen and breathe. 
• Your emotional empowerment is strengthened when you 

accept the depths of your feelings. 
• Feel the vibration of people around you deeply today – it will 

allow you to move energy in a positive, healing way. 
 

Moon quincunx (150°) Venus 

• Communication is key with this Gemini Full Moon quincunx 
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Venus. 
• The energetic exchange of Love and financial flow are both in 

the spotlight now. 
• Bringing your internal feelings of love into balance, so there is 

a good give and take, is important. 
• Nourishing feelings that may seem out-of-place or intensified 

brings healing and harmony. 
• A focus on your artistic nature and imagination do much to set 

you free emotionally. 
• Be sure that your focus on the flow of money is synchronized 

to your hearts desire. 
• Guard against filling any emotional void or a feeling of lack of 

love with sweets or other unhealthy stimulants. 
• You are called to create from the heart. 
• The Moon nurtures and activates what brings you pleasure. 
• A quincunx degree carries some tension that is relieved by 

taking creative risks! 
• 150° is the connection of Genius! 
• Innovate more around this Full Moon, take ideas and stretch 

your imagination. 
 

 
Other transits during the Gemini Full Moon: 
 
Mercury square Chiron  

• You have a great urge to make a difference. 
• Magical powers can be accessed when you use the 

positive vibration of this transit. 
• Tune in mentally and you’ll get exactly to the crux of the 

matter. 
• Guard against over-thinking and observe any anxiousness 

or nervousness 
• You are supremely poised to express healing through 

words and writing when you let go of frustration or 
overwhelm. 

• Your intuition is high, and psychic skills come naturally. 
 

Mercury trine Uranus  

• You have great powers of observation. 
• You can experience phenomenal mental energy and speed 

ahead in your thinking process – so be sure to channel this 
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electrifying energy. 
• Since your mind speeds up, be sure to listen to others. 
• Your communication speeds up. 
• Uranus liberates you, so you may feel free to share things you 

have not before, but always in a harmonious, positive way. 
• New perceptions open up and you can receive exciting news 
• You are available to accept new possibilities 
• Uranus brings excitement, so you may receive news that 

surprises and thrills you. 
• Unusual fields of interest may grab your attention. 
• You desire independence. 
• Your intuition is very acute – flashes of insight are strong. 
• This transit can free your thoughts from preconceived ideas 

picked up in early childhood, so you may communicate from a 
higher vibration once this transit completes. 

 
 

Mars trine Chiron 

• Invigoration of Healing  
• Chiron governs healing through love and Mars takes the initiative 
• This is a powerful birth of the sacred warrior in your consciousness! 
• You feel naturally courageous – like you can accomplish anything! 
• You can apply energy in an unceasing way. 
• Embrace your Inner Sacred Warrior – it awakens now! 

 
Saturn square Uranus 

• A huge amount of spontaneity and creativity are available to 
you.  

• You are being challenged to HARNESS your creative 
brilliance.  

• This can present an inner tension, as traditional values are 
let go and you adjust to the unusual. 

• Your quest for independence is tempered by your desire to 
be responsible. 

• Freedom and responsibility need to be harmonized, so that 
you don’t feel an internal battle where it feels you can only 
have one or the other – liberation or obligation.  

• It is vital that you have meditative practices to calm the 
inner tension that may arise. 

• Saturn is activating your responsibility to feeling Free to 
pursue what brings you joy. Let joy be your guide in all 
things. 
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Sunday, 12.19.2021 = 18/9 
• Unconditional Love (18) and the Prince of Heaven number (19) fuel this 

beautiful Sunday with compassion and courage. 
• This is a powerful SHIFT day – bridging endings and beginnings. 
• Take control of every moment of your life so you are present with yourself 

and others. 
• Embrace Loving Authority – Wise Leadership in action. 
• You will experience a fresh new lease on life as you allow what is uplifting to 

inspire your decisions. 
• Another wonderful day of abundance and love. 

 
Sun (in Sagittarius) sextile Jupiter  

• This is such an optimistic, happy time. 
• You feel blessed and lucky. 
• Your thoughts are positive and you trust in the Divine order in 

your life. 
• Goals are reached easily. 
• Others support you in your quest. 

 
Venus stations Retrograde in Capricorn [Dec 19 – Jan 29, 2022 ] 
 

• Venus retrograde in Capricorn, the sign of boundaries, indicates 
you may need some stronger boundaries in your close 
relationships.  

• Setting limits and maintaining your own inner peace and 
grounding is important.  

• If you have given your power away to your partner or close friend, 
Venus is now stepping in and asking you to honor and respect 
yourself.  

• Since retrogrades allow you to reflect and Venus represents love, 
values and financial flow, a past partner could appear to bring 
more understanding.  

• In terms of abundance, spending on quality vs. investing in trivial 
non-essentials is suggested now.  

• You value quality time, quality experiences and quality business 
transactions.  

• Enjoying the moment is vital.  
• Be ready to compromise in order to do what is best for everyone’s 

highest good. 
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Monday, 12.20.2021 = 10/1 
• Two days in a row activating the originality and drive of the number 1 (10 

and 19 from yesterday’s date both reduce to the root number 1)! 
• Plus all the numbers have zeroes which brings Divine Protection. 
• The light of your inner Star is inviting you to seek peace and harmony in 

your life. 
• You feel intimate and invigorated. 
• New beginnings bring you into a sense of equilibrium energetically. 
• Listen closely to unique ideas that break new ground. 
• You feel sensitive and tender – and have the courage to share kindness 

with others. 
• Forgiveness and love create new paths for creativity to flow.  

 

Mercury trine Uranus  

• You have great powers of observation. 
• You can experience phenomenal mental energy and speed 

ahead in your thinking process – so be sure to channel this 
electrifying energy. 

• Since your mind speeds up, be sure to listen to others. 
• Your communication speeds up. 
• Uranus liberates you, so you may feel free to share things you 

have not before, but always in a harmonious, positive way. 
• New perceptions open up and you can receive exciting news 
• You are available to accept new possibilities 
• Uranus brings excitement, so you may receive news that 

surprises and thrills you. 
• Unusual fields of interest may grab your attention. 
• You desire independence. 
• Your intuition is very acute – flashes of insight are strong. 
• This transit can free your thoughts from preconceived ideas 

picked up in early childhood, so you may communicate from a 
higher vibration once this transit completes. 

 
 
 

 
Tuesday, 12.21.2021 = 11/2 
• Being quiet and in a place of serenity unveils deep insights that lead you to 

the truth of a situation. 
• Relationships are magnified today and so is your natural urge to feel happy. 
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• Smile at everyone and into all situations. 
• Conflicts are mended when you enter the connection with creativity. 
• Express yourself fully – you’ll stay consciously connected with Source. 
• Allow your words be expressed with peace and calmness. 

 
Sun enters Capricorn: Winter Solstice (northern hemisphere) 
Summer Solstice (Southern hemisphere) 

 
Moon opposite Venus Retrograde  

• You are connecting to your deepest emotions – some 
appearing after being buried in your subconscious. 

• Turn to beauty to keep you emotionally in balance. 
• You may feel a bit moody during parts of the day. 
• You need more affection and love at this time. 
• Resolve any tensions in your intimate relationships. 
• Share your love and dive into a creative project. 
• You feel very sensual. 
• Guard against a stronger sweet tooth or overstimulation. 
• Spend some time alone to nurture your heart and feel in 

harmony with who you are. 
• Focus on art, music, beautiful scents and affection to keep 

emotionally balanced. 
 

 
 

Wednesday, 12.22.2021 = 12/3 
• The powerful master number of Peace, 22, merges with the number 12/3 of 

learning and creativity today. 
• Today is a preview of 2022 – when the numbers 2 and 22 come into the 

forefront. 
• Allow serenity and research to guide you through the day. 
• Create a plan of action that allows you to implement your creative ideas. 
• Be meticulous and open to receive new high vibrational guidelines. 
• Your imagination is fueled by a sense of calm and steady work. 
• You can manifest great results today, especially when your heart is filled with 

joy. 
• Clear away what is not useful anymore to uncover a gift that inspires 

happiness. 
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Moon square Uranus  

• You may feel intense emotional excitability. 
• Guard against impulsive actions and instant reactions. 
• You yearn for total freedom. 
• Immerse yourself in activities that stimulate you in a new way. 
• You have strong instincts – listen first, feel inner serenity in 

order not to rush into things. 
• Know that everything moves quickly – so air is cleared rapidly. 
• Rely on your intuition to gauge the emotional shifts with clarity. 

 
 
 
 
 

Thursday, 12.23.2021 = 13/4 
• You are experiencing great Freedom from Restriction today. 
• Any self-imposed boundaries that are not bringing you peace and 

harmony must be let go of. 
• Keep only those guidelines that allow you freedom of expression 

and movement. 
• Responsibility and Risk are both part of a life of true fulfillment. 
• This is a day to embrace productive change. 
• Communicate with clarity and experience a surge of confidence – 

you are the intrepid explorer! 
• Security and freedom are one and the same when you follow your 

bliss. 
 

Moon quincunx Neptune 

• Focusing on your spiritual origins helps you to understand 
your destiny and awaken your intuition, which is greatly 
expanded. 

• You can bond with your loved ones in a sweet, caring, tender, 
loving way. 

• You have greater psychic awareness today. 
• Delicate matters are understood as your heart expands with 

love. 
• Your imagination, intuition and creativity are greatly magnified. 
• Your dreams and fantasies feel real today. 
• Engage with Soul-centered activities – creative, artistic 

projects. 
• Pay attention to your visions. 
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• Mystical experiences are available to you. 
• Deep conversations with friends bring healing. 

 
 

 
 

Friday, 12.24.2021 = 14/5 
• A gorgeous day for romance, sensuality and fun! 
• You feel nurturing as a surge of freedom ignites deep healing in 

your heart. 
• Blending love and courage enables wonderful connections. 
• Go and connect with others, extend your own yearning for 

independence and joy to everyone who crosses your path. 
• Take responsibility for your well-being. 
• Abundance is greatly enhanced today when you tune into your 

free-spirited nature. 
• A focus on Harmony and Healing set you free. 

 
Saturn square Uranus (exact for the third and final time) 

• A huge amount of spontaneity and creativity are available to 
you. 

• You are being challenged to HARNESS your creative brilliance. 
• This can present an inner tension, as traditional values are let 

go and you adjust to the unusual. 
• Your quest for independence is tempered by your desire to be 

responsible. 
• Freedom and responsibility need to be harmonized, so that 

you don’t feel an internal battle where it feels you can only 
have one or the other – liberation or obligation. 

• It is vital that you have meditative practices to calm the inner 
tension that may arise. 

• Experiencing conflict with authority figures in regards to rules 
imposed on you that you feel limit your freedom and ability to 
express yourself creatively also needs to be addressed. 

• The ultimate message of Saturn square Uranus is to find 
BALANCE between DUTY and FREEDOM. 

• It is a planetary aspect of Maturity and Personal Growth. 
• You are merging planning and flexibility, spirituality and 

science, conservative and liberal, galactic and planetary. 
• At this time it is just as important to seek security as it is to 

seek independence. 
• Be sure to spend time alone to develop and nourish your 
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creative brilliance. 
• Relaxation and deep breathing create a space for you to 

channel amazing insights. 
• Discipline and dedication to what matters gives you the 

foundation to share your discoveries in a practical and honest 
way. 

• Saturn square Uranus is an invitation to study and benefit from 
the art and science of astrology and numerology – Respect for 
the esoteric and scientific union expressed in astrology and 
numerology will contribute to a global awakening as optimism, 
wisdom and connection to the cosmos liberates humanity from 
confined thinking during this time of transformation. 
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December 25 – 31 
 

Saturday, 12.25.2021 = 15/6 
• Celebrate love with your Soul family – and find time for serenity for yourself. 
• Such a gorgeous day of nurturing and healing on every level. 
• Open your heart – the energy is very sensitive today. 
• You have a chance to feel completely embraced while being vulnerable and 

generously sharing your deepest feelings and inner promptings. 
• Any unexpected events seek to bring you energetically into harmony. 
• You feel encouraged in knowing that your only true responsibility is to attend 

to your own well-being. 
• So much healing and loving in the code today… 

 
Venus retrograde conjunct Pluto 

• You experience deepening feelings of love. 
• Your desire for affection deepens. 
• You feel exceptionally attractive. 
• You yearn for a deeper, more intensely passionate 

companionship. 
• You have a great impact on friends. 
• Share your love freely. 
• Seek out beauty in everything and in everyone. 
• Focus on financial flow. 

 
 
 

 
 

Sunday, 12.26.2021 = 16/7 
• A beautiful Day of Rest and Reinvigoration! 
• The double 8:8 code (26/8 Day, 8 Universal Month) of abundance, power, 

courage and leadership is active today – and attracts many opportunities. 
• You are ready to step up and take the reigns in a space of serenity and 

wisdom. 
• Focus on our heart and listen closely as to what to implement. 
• Your highest good is making itself crystal clear. 
• Financial flow is enhanced when your plans are synchronized with your 

Divine Mission. 
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• Take quiet time today to tune into your Vision. 
 

Mercury sextile Neptune 

• Your imagination is enriched today. 
• You feel truly inspired. 
• Premonition of coming events is likely 
• Comprehension of spiritual and intellectual concepts is 

enhanced 
• Engage in Soul-inspired activities. 
• Allow your mind to wander, daydream, explore other realms. 
• You are very creative – do anything that lights a creative fire 

under you 
• Compassion and tenderness flow through all your relationships 
• Socializing is easy – music and beauty relax and inspire 

 
 

 

Monday, 12.27.2021 = 17/8 
• Compassion and Courage blend in a magnificent way today. 
• The double 8:8 code empowers you and the number 27/9 inspires you with 

kindness and wise leadership. 
• Let go of any fears you have, insecurities about your future – you can trust 

that all is taken care of and that all you must do is go take care of what you 
are in charge of. 

• Loving Authority is your go-to keyword of the day. Lead with Love. 
• Infinite Resources are at your disposal… double 8:8 guarantees extra 

energy and support. 
• Your acute and sensitive perception carries a visionary quality today. 
• Open your heart to empathy and have the confidence to share your sweet, 

tender side. It shows how strong you are! 
 

Moon trine Saturn 
• You are taking your feelings seriously – sensing more deeply 

how your heart knows where to place your attention. 
• You are taking full responsibility for your overall well-being – 

spiritual, mentally, emotionally and physically. 
• Self-control helps you stay on track. 
• You can settle important matters easily. 
• This transit is good for working in seclusion and for 
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negotiations. 
• You confidently step up to fulfill your duties. 

 

 

Tuesday, 12.28.2021 = 18/9 
• A big shift day! New beginnings and releasing the past are big 

themes. 
• Be open to fresh ideas – it instills the courage and the wisdom to 

proceed. 
• An internal fire has ignited and is fueling a great desire to manifest 

your Divine mission. 
• Be Bold, you’ll attract Blessings. 
• Old paradigms and beliefs are to be understood and then firmly but 

gently released. 
• A change in plans, or a big decision sets you free to pursue what is 

truly meaningful and uplifting. 
• Opportunities to step into a Leadership position (in any capacity) 

are greatly enhanced today. 
 

Moon square Pluto  

! You are discovering how to use your intuition to feel 
emotionally empowered vs. engaging in emotional power 
struggles. 

! The more CONSCIOUS and self aware you are of both light 
and dark, the greater your perception of energy and ability to 
read people and situations. 

! You may feel heightened emotions 
! Emotional excitement is strong, so be patient and breathe. 
! If you feel a reaction coming on, focus on discovering an 

internal awakening instead of projecting it outwards. 
! This transit can bring many deep discoveries.  

 
 
 

Wednesday, 12.29.2021 = 19/10/1 
• 29 reduces to 11, and a powerful 11:1 code opens many new 

doors today. 
• Beginnings are everywhere – so tap into your inner innovator! 
• Inspiration abounds and your creativity is on a high. 
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• Wake up to the next step in your career. 
• A new world of opportunities arrives at your doorstep as you trust 

your intuition and proceed with sheer exhilaration. 
• Your intimate relationships and one-on-one meetings focus on a 

fresh start today. 
• You are raising your vibration and feeling wonderful harmony and 

peace. 
• Expect Miracles! 

 
Mercury conjunct Venus retrograde  

• You easily communicate lovingly – sharing with people close to 
you that you love them. 

• Appreciate others with your words, you in turn will be touched 
by others’ display of affection towards you. 

• Artistic, creative gifts are very enhanced – listen to your inner 
poet. 

• Any negotiations and interchanges are smooth and favorable. 
• Venus and Mercury joined together enhance social interaction. 
• Pay attention to the sound of your voice, and sounds around 

you – your sensitivity to the meaning behind sound is strong. 
• Any friendships that need attention can be brought into 

harmony. 
• You can express your love for others easily to them. 
• Show appreciation through giving and gratitude. 
• You will be cherished as much as you cherish others.  
• Creativity and artistry is magnified – it’s a great time to wrap up creative 

projects that are incomplete. 
• Spend time listening to and enjoying the arts. 
• Professionally any contracts and transactions are favored due to your 

negotiating power. 
 

Mars trine Saturn  

• The strong surge of energy today activates your 
responsibilities and duties. 

• You have strong willpower and strong concentration. 
• Perseverance is very strong, so use this transit to follow 

through on a project that you feel passionately about. 
• You are taking your work very seriously. 
• Success comes through unusual effort. 
• Distractions are held at bay as you complete goals with 
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discipline and dedication. 
• If you are dating, this is a great time to commit to the 

relationship and make it formal. 
• Your patience allows you to discover the most efficient road 

to successful completion of any project. 
 
 

 

Thursday, 12.30.2021 = 11/2 
• Today the 11 portal opens up into Joyful Expression. 
• You feel so in the flow, connected to Source, in touch with the 

CREATIVE in you. 
• Peace and Joy infuse your heart. 
• You can relax and know all is good, all is as it should be. 
• Love, romance and friendships are taken to a new level of intimacy 

and happiness. 
• Any communication you have is enhanced by a Divine 

synchronicity…  inspiration from the Universe speaking through 
you. 

• Guard against being distracted, complacent or enhancing any 
drama. 

• Highly positive energy is available to you. 
 
Mercury conjunct Pluto 

• You have a great desire to influence and impact others 
• You strive to feel recognized and appreciated 
• You will have intense, very deep conversations under this transit! 
• New perceptions on spirituality and psychology are favored due 

to your heightened psychic abilities 
• You may feel a nervous intensity as you uncover new answers 
• Your power and influence are great today. 
• You can make incredibly empowering discoveries 
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Thursday, 12.31.2021 = 12/3 
• On this final day of December the number of genius and 

breakthroughs merges with the vibration of learning. 
• Joyful immersion in self growth and a willingness to let yourself 

explore are the keys to making today wonderful. 
• If there are things to sort out and organize, do so with a sense of 

flexibility. 
• Know that your openness to learn and discover can take you far 

today! 
 
Moon sextile Saturn 

• You take your feelings seriously and feel responsible for your 
total well-being. 

• You have more self-control. 
• A sense of duty comes naturally today. 
• This is a good day to work alone or take alone time. 
• Emotional commitment is heightened. 
• Your feelings are understood at a level that brings wonderful 

clarity.’ 
• You feel more protective of your loved ones. 
• You share practical encouragement and nourishment. 

 
 
Moon trine Chiron 

• You understand how emotions can help or hinder spiritual 
awakening. 

• Healing is greatly enhanced as increased tenderness allows 
you to feel the energy of others. 

• Feel the vibration of people around you deeply today – it will 
allow you to move energy in a positive, healing way. 

• Compassion and great balance about the needs of others is 
enhanced. 

• You simply respond to others with the compassion of your 
heart… 

 
 
 
Love and Blessings and a Happy, Healthy NEW YEAR! 
 
Tania
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A highly sought after spiritual intuitive and personal 
growth leader, Tania Gabrielle inspires legions of 
praise from her clients and followers.  
 
Tania introduced the merging of two ancient 
divination arts – Astrology and Numerology – to the 
Western World, unlocking the codes in the stars, 
names and numbers to facilitate wealth and well-
being, with a primary focus on teaching spiritual 
principles that manifest practical, real-life results. 
Her star code forecast videos and articles inspire 
tens of thousands of viewers per month.  
  
Tania Gabrielle’s insights have been featured and 
quoted in The New York Times, Los Angeles 
Times, USA Today, Entertainment Weekly, ESPN 
Magazine, Essence Magazine, ESPN.com, 
Yahoo.com and US Magazine. As the founder and 
creator of Numerology Academy™ – the first online 
certification course integrating Astrology 
and Numerology – Tania has taught and certified 
hundreds of students in 37 countries.  

 
Tania's new book The Ultimate Guide To Numerology unlocks the secret messages of 
birthdays, names, addresses, personal forecasts, the meaning of 11:11 and other codes to 
facilitate Soul-inspired growth, fulfillment and financial flow. 
 
Also a gifted classical composer, Tania has had her music performed worldwide in the most 
prestigious concert halls by Grammy-award-winning artists. 
 
 
http://taniagabrielle.com 
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Blueprints 
 
Your Venus Code™ 
https://taniagabrielle.com/your-venus-code/ 

Your Jupiter Wealth Code™ 
http://taniagabrielle.com/lp/your-jupiter-wealth-code/ 

 

Personal Numerology Blueprint 
http://taniagabrielle.com/personal-blueprint/ 

 

Your Wealthy Name Code 
http://taniagabrielle.com/fortunate-name/ 

 

Your Next 12 Months Forecast 
http://taniagabrielle.com/blueprint/ 

 
 
 

Readings 

Intuitive Counseling Call 
http://taniagabrielle.com/counseling-call 

 

Royal Code Reading™ 
http://taniagabrielle.com/royal-code-reading 

 
 
 

Trainings 

STAR CODE SUCCESS™ 
https://taniagabrielle.com/lp/starcodesuccess/ 

NUMEROLOGY ACADEMY™ 
http://taniagabrielle.com/numerology-academy-enroll/ 

 
SECRET POWER OF YOUR NAME™ 
http://taniagabrielle.com/lp/secret-power-of-your-name/ 

 
ABUNDANCE ACCELERATOR™ 
https://taniagabrielle.com/lp/abundance-accelerator 
 
 
 

 


